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Christ Church Grammar School is delighted to share the recently received 2022 ATAR results 

with the community. 

This year's results demonstrate the commitment of the Year 12 cohort to their studies and 

are the product of a curriculum that provides challenges, expectations and support. The class 

of 2022 have shown enormous determination and resilience as they navigated the past few 

COVID impacted years. 

Every year, much will be made of the numbers - in the media and in schools - and behind 

every number is a student with a story that is uniquely their own. And whilst the results are 

only part of the story of a student's journey with us and the significance of that figure will 

fade away, each student will be remembered by the School as that unique individual. 

These young men have participated in a wide range of co-curricular activities, including 

athletics and debating; sport and chess; music and drama. They have also been leaders and 

role models making a significant contribution to the life of their School - inspiring the 

younger year levels and always leading by example. 

Principal Alan Jones commented, “I’d like to take this opportunity to acknowledge the 

phenomenal work of our teachers and support staff who always go above and beyond. The 

quality and impact of these relationships cannot be underestimated.” 

Christ Church Grammar School’s non-ATAR students have also achieved success and at a 

recent assembly the School was delighted to award the Non-ATAR Excellence Award to 

Thomas Read. 

The top ATAR at Christ Church Grammar School is 99.95 - congratulations to Joshua Chen 

and Sean Morgan on this outstanding achievement! 

Notable student achievements:  

• 17 students (10.5% of ATAR candidates) obtained an ATAR ≥ 99 

• 28 students (17% of ATAR candidates) obtained an ATAR ≥ 98 

• 49 students (30% of ATAR candidates) obtained an ATAR ≥ 95 

The School celebrates the results and a school calculated median ATAR of 89.1. 

You can follow this link to read testimonials from members of the cohort as they comment 

on inspirations and plans for their future. 

https://www.ccgs.wa.edu.au/about-us/latest-news-atar-results/high-achiever-testimonials-2022


It is comforting to know the future is in great hands! 
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